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Imagine this: A war rages between the United States and a foreign adversary. The countries have recalled their ambassadors and have severed all diplomatic ties—standard practice when war breaks out. Given these circumstances, common sense says that the foreign country should not be able to lobby Members of Congress either formally or informally. If they did, imagine how they would lobby on key legislation: More spending on national defense? Of course not! Our wartime adversary would say that’s a bad idea. And if given the chance, it might lobby or pay American citizens to lobby on its behalf, saying that it’s a bad idea. What about a defense compact with a foreign nation? Another bad idea. But a controversial domestic bill that would shift attention and resources away from the war? That’s a great idea! Allowing a foreign government with such blatantly adverse interests to lobby Members of Congress and others for their preferred policies sounds absurd when put in these stark terms.

KEY TAKEAWAYS

- Foreign citizens are not in the same legal position as U.S. citizens. Congress has far greater leeway to restrict their activities.

- Congress can prohibit foreign citizens, or even U.S. citizens, from lobbying on behalf of a foreign government. This would not violate the First Amendment.

- A good constitutional case can be made that Congress should close off attempts by agents of hostile foreign governments to influence public officials.
Yet today, foreign governments—including enemies and competitors—can lobby like this. Thankfully, the United States is not currently in a shooting war with any country, but many countries, particularly geopolitical rivals like China and Russia, have interests adverse to those of the United States. Is Congress powerless to force them to use standard diplomatic channels to make their views known? Should these foreign countries and their emissaries be allowed to lobby Congress, state legislatures, and other government officials directly? The answer to both is certainly no. Of course, there are practical, statutory, and constitutional concerns that must be considered and addressed when Congress takes action. Currently, there is no prohibition on foreign governments lobbying Members of Congress or others. Instead, Congress has enacted a disclosure-based regime under which, broadly speaking, someone lobbying on behalf of a foreign country simply has to disclose that they are doing so and register with the appropriate entity. If they don’t, certain civil or criminal penalties could attach.

The first part of this _Legal Memorandum_ outlines this current disclosure-based regime and briefly discusses some of the current issues and shortcomings with it. The second part outlines constitutional considerations, including First Amendment considerations, that Congress must consider when passing legislation to ban foreign lobbying.

**Statutory Considerations: The Foreign Agents Registration Act**

Congress first implemented our current disclosure-based system in the 1930s when the world faced the crisis of an ascendant Nazi Germany and its dangerous ideology. To “combat the spread of hidden foreign influence through propaganda in American politics,” Congress passed the Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA), which then-President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed into law on June 8, 1938. FARA has undergone three major amendments since its enactment, with the last being in 1995. A hearing held earlier this year by a subcommittee of the House Judiciary Committee shows that there is a bipartisan consensus that FARA is not currently working as well as it should. Uncertainty and concerns about selective—and potentially partisan—enforcement abound.

According to the U.S. Justice Department’s Counterintelligence and Export Control Section in its National Security Division, which has responsibility for administering and enforcing FARA, that statute essentially “requires certain agents of foreign principals who are engaged in political activities or other activities specified under the statute to make periodic
public disclosure of their relationship with the foreign principal, as well as activities, receipts and disbursements in support of those activities.” That sounds simple enough. But who qualifies as a “foreign principal” under the statute? Who qualifies as a foreign “agent”? And assuming someone is a foreign agent acting on behalf of a foreign principal, do they qualify for a registration exemption? These are just a few of the places where uncertainty and ambiguity abound and opportunities for selective enforcement by the Justice Department present themselves—ambiguities that do not serve the underlying goal to make sure that “[d]isclosure of the required information facilitates evaluation by the government and the American people of the activities of such persons in light of their function as foreign agents.”

At a minimum, though, “a government of a foreign country” or a “foreign political party,” such as the Chinese Communist Party (CCP), would qualify as a foreign principal. In fact, commentators have noted that the CCP is effectively the government of China. And anyone “who acts as an agent, representative, employee, or servant” for them or any person “who acts in any other capacity at the order, request, or under the direction or control, of a foreign principal or of a person any of whose activities are directly or indirectly supervised, directed, controlled, financed, or subsidized in whole or in major part by a foreign principal, and who directly or through any other person...within the United States represents the interests of such foreign principal before any agency or official of the Government of the United States” qualifies. Anyone who simply holds himself out as an agent of a foreign principal qualifies as one too.

Still, as one witness at the recent committee hearing made clear, even in “the 1980s [when] FARA was primarily used against lobbyists of foreign governments and political parties, and even for this more limited goal, it was widely seen as being underenforced.” Nonetheless, it remains clear that those lobbying on behalf of foreign governments or foreign political parties must register under FARA or face potential civil and criminal penalties.

**Constitutional Considerations**

The Supreme Court of the United States has twice upheld FARA over constitutional challenges. But the relevant constitutional question here is slightly different. Can Congress go beyond requiring identification and disclosure by agents of foreign governments and actually regulate or limit the activities of those agents? Can Congress, for example, require that all contacts by agents of foreign governments with federal officials be conducted
through the U.S. Department of State? And can Congress go even further and prohibit such an agent from lobbying altogether? As explained below, the answer to all of these questions is yes.

Examining the freedom of foreign nations or foreign political parties to influence government in the United States begins with recognizing that these entities are not in the same legal position as U.S. citizens. Foreign governments or officials, for example, do not have the right to participate in the political process as candidates or voters. Foreign citizens (and foreign governments) are banned from contributing to the political campaigns of those running for federal, state, or local office. And Articles I and II of the U.S. Constitution require that legislative or executive branch officeholders must be citizens. In addition, the states’ power to decide who may vote in elections includes placing limits on holding state office parallel to what Article I provides for elected federal officials.

In sum, the Constitution treats foreign governments and officials differently from citizens in important ways. The Fourteenth Amendment provides that “[a]ll persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States.” In contrast, Congress may define the rights afforded to immigrants until they become citizens. So again, there is no constitutional prohibition against banning lobbying by foreign governments—or even foreign nationals.

The trickier situation presents itself when American citizens lobby on behalf of foreign governments. Citizens, unlike foreign governments or officials, have the First Amendment right to “petition the Government for a redress of grievances.” Because of this, some might argue that this guarantee, combined with the First Amendment’s right to freedom of speech, should allow American lobbyists to press the case of foreign governments and interests. But that is a specious argument. Of course, American citizens are free to petition the government for “redress of grievances” regardless of the nature of the grievance and regardless of who benefits from the government’s ultimate action. Maybe a citizen believes we should be providing more humanitarian aid to a certain country. Maybe a citizen believes we should be providing more military aid to a country. Maybe a citizen believes in—and wants the government to take action on—a whole host of issues that might benefit a foreign country. All of these are fine so long as that American citizen is not legally acting on behalf of a foreign government as a lobbyist. Congress can prohibit this latter action.

Why? Two reasons support this conclusion. First, the activity of lobbying implicates the First Amendment’s Petitioning Clause more than its Free Speech Clause. True, the two clauses are closely related because both
protect the expression of a particular viewpoint, but certain restrictions on
lobbying by American citizens on behalf of American citizens are already
codified.\textsuperscript{27} If some restrictions on that type of lobbying are permissible,
then certainly restrictions on, or even prohibition of, lobbying on behalf
of foreign governments are permissible.

This leads to the second point: that lobbying on behalf of a foreign gov-
ernment is materially different from lobbying on behalf of an American
citizen. The former poses risks to the nation’s security that are not present
when someone lobbies on behalf of a state, municipality, or private business.
The Constitution itself contains many provisions that make clear that the
President and Congress can treat foreign nations differently from Ameri-
can citizens\textsuperscript{28} and can also regulate the conduct of the formal and private
representatives or agents of foreign governments.\textsuperscript{29}

Furthermore, consider that speech and petitioning of the government by
citizens is generally a public activity designed to persuade or inform anyone
who will listen.\textsuperscript{30} \textit{Lobbying}, in contrast, involves efforts to persuade elected
or appointed officials to use government power to benefit certain parties
or interests. The resulting public interest in regulating lobbying is further
magnified when the lobbying is done on behalf of foreign governments. To
emphasize, the key issue is not \textit{whether} American citizens can support or
promote the interests of foreign governments, but \textit{how} they do so. Acting
in their own capacity as citizens, Americans can speak, publish, advocate,
or in other ways argue in favor of foreign interests and urge the American
government to do so. Acting as an agent or representative of a foreign gov-
ernment, however, is a different matter.\textsuperscript{31}

When Congress declares war on a foreign nation, the United States can
use its full economic, political, and military power to wage war against
that country. As explained above, it can certainly prevent that nation from
seeking to undermine the war effort through private communications
and other persuasive activities directed at American public officials. But
a formal declaration of war need not exist for Congress to enact such
prohibitions. Congress has not formally declared war since 1942 but has
utilized Authorizations for the Use of Military Force (AUMFs) against
either national or subnational foes. These resolutions may be different
in form, but they are sufficiently similar in substance to justify similar
restrictions, and even prohibitions, on lobbying on behalf of the foreign
nation that is the subject of the AUMF. Any time Congress authorizes the
use of military force against another nation, it has the ancillary power to
halt all lobbying on behalf of that other nation, or foe, regardless of who
seeks to do the lobbying.
But Congress can act even in the absence of an AUMF. After all, we are entering a “new cold war” against major adversaries like Communist China. It is undisputed that China poses a grave threat to the security of the United States, and it routinely seeks to gain an advantage over the United States by engaging in harmful activities such as the ongoing theft of America’s intellectual property. Given the basic distinction between foreign governments and citizens, Congress should be able to regulate contacts between foreign governments and American public officials when faced with threats that are less formal than those seen during wartime or armed conflict. Doing so could, in fact, help to avoid escalation to that more dramatic level.

If Congress does not want to halt lobbying efforts by the Communist Chinese government and party completely, it could take lesser action such as requiring that the State Department be notified of any communications by those who are lobbying on behalf of foreign governments and allow someone from the State Department to be present at any such in-person or virtual meeting. Congress could also require all such virtual meetings to be recorded and submitted to the State Department, enabling the federal government to ensure that no such contacts go unnoticed and unobserved. The ability to do this is an important feature of the federal government’s authority over foreign policy, though again, unlike an outright prohibition, this might run into many of the same administrative problems that currently plague FARA enforcement. As a recent Congressional Research Service report discussing FARA stated:

Balancing constitutional protections of free speech and the right to petition against foreign influence has historically been a challenge. The right to petition the government has long been considered a protected and “preferred” freedom “enshrined in the First Amendment.” Rooted in English common law, the colonists brought the right to petition with them to the New World, and it became engrained in American life. Generally, the right to petition focuses on the ability of citizens to contact their elected officials through various means. This might include traditional forms of petition (e.g., postcards, form letters, documents signed by multiple citizens) as well as the ability to hire representation to lobby the government. Consequently, laws that address foreign influence have generally avoided censorship in favor of transparency in order to “preserve in this country the freedom of speech and freedom of the press.”

But it can hardly be censorship to prohibit one’s adversaries from trying either covertly or overtly to influence foreign and domestic policies that favor the adversary to the detriment of the United States.
Conclusion

Since 1938, Congress has regulated lobbying on behalf of foreign governments by forcing their agents to identify themselves and disclose various items of information to the federal government. That pre–Cold War—indeed, pre–World War II—regimen needs re-examination. Unlike the publication of facts or opinions, the lobbying of Members of Congress or other federal, state, or local government officials occurs in places where the public cannot ordinarily go, such as congressional offices and private gatherings off Capitol Hill or in a Member’s home state.

Some foreign nations are not allies of the United States, nor are they merely economic rivals. They wish us ill and work to see that happen. It is time for a public debate on the question of whether Congress should close off attempts by the agents of such governments to influence our nation’s public officials. The Constitution does not stand in the way, and there is a good case to be made that we should take this step. Let us hope that the debate begins soon.
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